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Introduction
Biota, an ecological simulation program, was initially developed as an
educational tool using well-established mathematical models Gunck, et.al.).
However, during the past three years, Biota has been developed far beyond
these initial goals. It is now a potentially powerful tool for field ecologists and
resource managers interested in modeling and simulating complex ecological
systems.
An initial goal for the development of Biota was the creation of
species-interaction simulations, which would allow students to learn about
population biology and explore some of the models discussed in the
literature. Such elementary principles as exponential and logistic growth,
simple Lotka-Volterra predator-prey systems, Nicholson-Bailey prarasite-host
systems were obvious candidates. Experimenting with migration, and in
particular with simulations of Huffaker's experiments, required multiple
regions with independent demes. Perhaps most importantly, we emphasized
incorporating as many of these concepts as possible in the same simulation,
rather than having multiple independent simulations. This required
permitting species to interact with each other in a variety of ways not
normally found in ecological simulations.
With the emphasis on more complex, but tractable simulations, Biota
simulations could have up to ten species and up to 144 regions linked
together by migration patterns which could be extensively customized, and
included a library of mathematical models and modes of interaction.
Instructors could also create "Black Box" simulations, so that the students c an
use simulated "Field Tools" for exploring a simulation inductively as a field
ecologist might, rather than having access to the parameters of the
simulation.
We envisioned that most students would explore simulations created
for them by their instructors to explore a particular ecological concept.
Advanced students would be encouraged to create their own simulations,
perhaps of interesting classic experiments. To some extent this did happen.
However, many if not most students were interested in simulating field
studies from the wild based on data from published studies, and not the
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classic experiments which have formed the basis of theory in population
biology.
The interest in simulating real field studies created problems. We
found that both students and their instructors had a great deal of difficulty
creating simulations of ecological systems from the field. Both students and
professors attempted to simulate systems that would be considered extremely
simple by field ecologists, but extremely complex by theoreticians. Moreover,
to our surprize, even experienced ecologists were often unable to create
workable simulations of systems that they understood very well in principle.
Obstacles to Creating Simulations
We found three main obstacles to creating realistic simulations:
deciding on parameter values (validation), debugging the simulation to make
it work as designed (verification), and overcoming the modeling limitations
of the software itself.
First, during the design of a simulation, there is the problem of
deciding which values for the parameters are biologically plausible and which
are not. Many simulations are extremely sensitive to small differences in
parameter values. In designing a simulation, one may have in mind a
certain kind of behavior for the ecological system, but have no way of
determining a set of parameter values that will produce that behavior
except, perhaps, by fiddling with parameter values until the desired behavior
is produced. This leads to the conceptual and methodological problem that
we had no grounds for determining when the simulation model was
biologically reasonable based on observing the behavior of the simulation.
Any a priori expectations for appropriate ecological behavior might be
unrealistic, and thus the parameter values of the simulation may be
biologically invalid when the simulation is exhibiting the expected behavior,
or valid when exhibiting unexpected behavior.
We have approached this problem with our balance sheet technique, as
reported earlier Gones, et.al.). This technique requires that a rate of change for
each species be known or assumed during the design stage, in order to
calculate and verify all the rest of the parameter values. After the simulation
is verified, this rate of change is no longer a necessary assumption, and
parameters can be modified as desired for experimenting with the simulation.
Mathematically the most convenient rate of change is zero, or
equilibrium, since a departure from the predicted equilibrium is obvious,
especially for an unstable equilibrium. In some systems, however, such as
those simulating the introduction of an invader species which drives native
species extinct, no equilibrium which includes positive values for all species
is possible. In that case verification requires every species to exhibit its
predicted rate of change, a more tedious verification process. The method
easily incorporates field data or published data, and calculates all the
parameter values from that starting point. Every parameter value has a
verifiable derivation, and though this does not mean that the simulation is
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correct biologically or logically, it does mean that there is no need for wild
guesses for initial parameter values.
The second obstacle concerned debugging a simulation, in order to get
rid of trivial errors. An undetected arithmetic or typographical error in one
parameter value may lead to attempts to correct the resulting unexpected
behavior by adjusting other parameters. Before a simulation is out of the
design stage, how can one verify that there are no errors in parameter values?
In order to overcome this problem, Biota now has a reporting function, called
a "data demon," that allows one to trace the results of all the forces operating
on a particular deme in a simulation. When combined with the assumption
of equilibrium, most mathematical and typing errors can be readily detected.
Using these techniques students can avoid the uncertainties and frustrations
that accompany the design of a simulation. An ecological system with ten
species can be designed from scratch, entered into Biota, and tested in a few
hours.
The third obstacle concerns the limitations on the mathematical
models in Biota, and is addressed in the rest of this paper. We have found
that in the majority of cases, the mathematical models in Biota were unable
to handle the most interesting details of realistic field studies. Only with a
great deal of imagination and non-intuitive workarounds could Biota be
configured to approximate even the simplest real system. In real ecological
situations there are many important biological details that standard
mathematical models do not handle. To test the ability of Biota to handle
even simple ecological systems as reported in ecology literature, we searched
for studies that appeared very promising for simulations in Biota, and found
several. However, in every case, there was an important factor, crucial to the
system being studied, which could not be simulated in a reasonable fashion in
Biota with the basic models we adopted from the population biology
modelling literature.
The elementary concept of a drought is a good example of such a
crucial factor. In attempting to simulate drought conditions, we found no
way for Biota to specify that a minimal amount of water is necessary for
survival or reproduction, but that it has no other effect when it is abundant.
We were able to specify that water increases the rate of reproduction, so that
the more water was present the more reproduction was possible. If a
maximum rate is placed on reproduction, then in a simple system this should
be adequate. However, in a system where the reproduction of the organism
also is affected by other factors such as predation, then we have the absurd
situation where the positive effects of sufficient water can offset or even
eliminate the negative effects of predation. What we need is for water to be
necessary for reproduction, but not sufficient for reproduction. It should not
offset the effects of other factors when it is plentiful.
The initial mathematical engine in Biota was simply not flexible
enough to permit factors like this to be modeled. With the attempt to model
such systems, and to develop the tools for users of Biota to do so, we started
exploring a middle ground bordering the population biological approach, the
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functional ecological approach(Allen and Hoekstra), and the field ecological
literature.
In comparison to older simulation software, Biota was a sophisticated
ecological simulation program. In its initial design Biota was capable of
simulating the following ecological relationships:
• Predator
• Prey
• Parasite
• Parasite Host
• Competitor
• Commensal
• Mutualist
• Refuge
• Reproduction
• Survivorship
• Production
• Vegetative Growth
• Life Stage Advancement
Although some of these relationships can be described mathematically as
components of the classic models provided by Biota, others cannot be. Even if
a concept is found in classic model, often there is no provision for it to vary,
as you would expect the carrying capacity of a species to vary depending on
the extent of the forest it depends on. Moreover, Biota brings all these factors
together in a single package. Hence Biota goes far beyond the provisions of
population biological modeling.
Another example concerns the seemingly simple concept of having a
species increase or decrease as its habitat increases or decreases. In the absence
of an interaction which allows the density of the habitat to directly affect the
carrying capacity of the species, this turns out to be difficult. Most population
biology models allow species to affect each others' rate of increase, but not
their carrying capacity. In this example, there is a workaround. One option of
the competitor relationship allows one species to affect the carrying capacity of
a competitor species rather than the rate of increase of its competitor, but
unless one is extremely familiar with all the details of Biota, this solution is
not likely to be found.
New Types of Interactions
The easiest way to increase the flexibility of the modeling capabilities of
Biota so that more realistic simulations can be created is to add new
relationships in which species can interact with each other. We have added
the following relationships which are described in more detail below:
• Boolean Interactions
lE Required for Survival
lE Required for Reproduction
lE Required for Vegetative Growth
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• Carrying Capacity
• Migration
.lE Rate
.lE Threshold
• Windfall
.lE Magnitude
.lE Probability
• Cycle
.lE Amplitude
.lE Mean
• Reproduction Threshold
• Sex Ratio
• Removal
• Pooled
.lE Removal
.lE Required for Survival
.lE Required for Reproduction
.lE Required for Vegetative Growth
First we added several Boolean interactions, which act in an all or none
fashion, in order to simulate the effects of things like drought, rain, sunlight,
pollinators, fire, nutrients, etc. The necessary element or species must exceed
a specified threshold in order for the species it affects to survive, reproduce, or
grow vegetatively.
Second, we added a carrying capacity interaction in order to better
model the situation that may occur when one species provides a habitat for
another. Clearly specifying that the effect of one species on another is via the
carrying capacity of the later makes the simulation more understandable.
Third, we added migration rate and threshold interactions in order to
make the models governing migration more flexible. Without these
interactions, the migration rate would not vary at all for a given region, and
though the rates between specific regions can be edited, they cannot vary in
time.
Fourth, the chance appearance of a species or other elemenet in a
region is determined by two windfall parameters (magnitude and probability)
for all species and elements. Forest fires, fruit dropping from a tree, fishing
fleets, housing developments, accidental biotic introductions, and any other
phenomenon that may happen randomly can all be modeled using the
windfall parameters.
Fifth, we increased the flexibility of cycling behavior. In the past
elements in Biota have been capable of cyclic behavior, but the cycle could not
vary at all. The new interactions permit a second species to affect the
amplitude and mean of its cycle.
Sixth, minimum viable population density for a species is standardly
treated as a constant. In Biota, a new interaction provides a reproduction
threshold which can be influenced by other elements or species.
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Seventh, the sex ratio of reproduction in a species was limited in the
past to 50%. In Biota it is now a parameter that can be influenced by other
elements in the simulation.
The preceding new interactions are important because they allow the
simulation of more realistic ecological relationships and interactions.
However, they do not significantly alter our basic ideas about ecological and
population modeling, but only provide the freedom to model interactions in
more detail. There are, however, five other interactions that deserve special
attention insofar as they do alter our views on ecological modeling. We take
these up in the next section.
Limitations of Complex Models
In the classic models of population biology, the systems modeled are
extremely simple in comparison with the complexity of nature. The Lotka
Volterra predator/prey model is based on one predator and one prey species.
The density of each species affects the rate of increase of the other.
In these models, care must be taken in determining parameter values
so that reproduction does not become biologically absurd. For example, in
the Lotka-Volterra model, the reproduction rate of a predator could be raised
arbitrarily high in the presence of enough prey. The reproduction rate of prey
can be reduced dramatically by a certain fixed number of predators, regardless
of the size of the prey population. These difficulties can be avoided by
refining these models, such as by adding predator saturation as in the Ludwig
model (Ludwig, et.al.).
We have added just this type of refinement to Biota. The combination
of the Required for Reproduction and the Removal interactions produce an
elegantly simple implementation of predator saturation. Instead of a predator
having an initial negative rate of increase (to be increased by the presence of
prey), a predator is given a constant and maximal rate of increase, the largest
rate that it can exhibit in the presence of abundant prey. The prey has a
Required for Reproduction affect on the predator, such that if the prey is
below a certain minimum, the predator cannot reproduce. Likewise, the
predator should not affect the rate of increase of the prey, but rather should
have a Removal effect on the prey. This provides that the predator removes
a specific amount of prey per unit of predator. The effect of the predator on
the prey is scaled to the relative sizes of each population. Unlike models
based on the Lotka-Volterra equation, using this method a tiny population of
predators cannot significantly affect a very large population of prey, but must
rather grow to a size large enough to do so, and will grow at its maximum
growth rate (otherwise known as its intrinsic rate of increase).
Overlapping Predation Problem
In most predator /prey models, the growth of each species is calculated
based on the combined effects of its predators or prey. This is a simple
community matrix approach, in that the growth rate of a predator is increased
depending on the amount of its prey without regard for the presence of other
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predators which may reduce that prey. Likewise the growth of a prey species
is reduced by the density of its predators without regard for the presence of
other prey species which might saturate those predators. The community
matrix approach does not provide for the effects of overlapping predation,
and in models with discrete generations these effects are potentially serious
problems.
This problem of the delayed effects due to using discrete generations
needs to be expanded upon. This problem is not always serious, and in fact in
some situations it can be more realistic than continuous models. However,
the problem becomes severe in simulations in which two or more predators
prey on the same species, or in which two or more prey species are p reyed
upon by the same predator. The more overlap in predator/prey relationships,
the greater the effects that are delayed, and the worse the problem becomes.
The Removal and Required for Reproduction techniques are useful for
p rey saturation in the case of a simple two species predator /prey model, but
lead to problems when dealing with more than two. For two species the
delayed feedback is no worse than in other discrete generation models.
H mvever, suppose there were ten predator species preying on a single prey
..,pecies, and suppose that the prey density is just enough to support the
cu rrent density of each predator species alone. With discrete generations, the
..,un·ival of each predator population is calculated independently, based on
the den�ity of the prey population in the previous generation, and therefore
L',ich pred ator population is maintained at its current density for one
�en era tion beca use its prey is at sufficient density to support it. The prey
population is actu ally supporting all ten predators, and there no reduction in
the number of preda tors for at least one generation, even though in reality
there is only a tenth of the amount required for all ten. Contrast this with the
..,ituation in wh ich a l l ten predator populations were combined into a single
pred ator class. The predator population would have only a tenth of the p rey
necessary to maintain i ts density, and would therefore undergo a population
crJsh immed iately. The presence of ten predators instead of one increases the
feed back lag and contribu tes toward chaotic behavior in the system, merely as
zin a rti fact of multi p le predators.
Conversely, consider an ecological system in which there are ten prey
species and one predator species. Suppose the predator independently
removes just enough of each prey population to keep each in check,
rega rd les� of how many prey species are present. The full effect of the
predator is applied to each prey species independently, and therefore the
predator keeps ten prey species in check instead of one. In reality, the
presence of multiple prey species should mean that the predator destroys less
of each, and therefore each prey species experiences less predation. One very
plentiful prey species should be able to protect scarce prey from predation by
saturating the predator.
The result of multiple prey is an artifact with the opposite effect of
multiple predators: The combined effect of the predator on all the prey
species is much stronger than it would be with a single prey, and is not
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delayed by the need to grow to a density capable of affecting all ten species.
This reduces the feedback lag and contributes toward the stability of the
system.
In order to solve this problem we have introduced two new
interactions called Pooled Removal and Pooled Requirement for Survival .
These interactions are intended to be used as paired mutual interactions. If a
predator species has a Pooled Removal effect on one or more prey species,
then each prey species should have Pooled Rquired for Survival interactions
on the first. (For completeness we have included Pooled Requirement for
Reproduction and Pooled Requirement for Vegetative Growth, but these will
not be discussed here.)
Pooled Removal Interaction
This interaction is similar to the Removal interaction, which simply
reduces the prey population by a certain amount per unit of predator. The
main difference is that it combines all of its prey species into a pool of prey so
that their effects are no longer independent. There is an implementation
obstacle to be overcome, however. Interactions in Biota are treated as one
way effects, and are calculated solely from the point of view of the species that
is being affected. All interactions in Biota are actually calculated not by the
species that causes the effect, but by the species that is affected. An affected
species iterates through the list of relationships that affect it, and implements
each relationship by requesting the current density from the deme that is
producing the effect, determining the kind and size of the effect, and making
the appropriate changes.
A given prey species cannot tell if it is the sole prey of a predator. The
only information it has is the density of the predator, and so it cannot tell
whether or how the predator's effects are to be spread among the predator's
prey species. However, this obstacle was made considerably easier by the
object-oriented architecture that was used in Biota (Jones, et.al.). When a prey
species object encounters a Pooled Removal interaction in its list of
relationships, a message is passed to the predator species object, which
roughly translates to "How much of my density will you destroy this
iteration?" or "How much of your diet am I?"
In order to answer this question, the predator object must have been
configured to have the Pooled Removal effect on all of its prey species. The
interaction value for this relationship is configured to be the density of the
prey which is removed by an individual predator, and must be greater than
zero. This can also be thought of as the density of prey that is required to
support each predator. Note that the higher the interaction value, the more
prey is required to support the predator, and the less each unit of prey is
worth to the predator. That is, the interaction value is inversely proportional
to the value of each prey individual.
In order to answer the question posed to it, the predator object
calculates the total value of the prey object asking the question, as compared
to the total value of all of its prey objects combined. To do this, it iterates
through its own list of interactions seeking only prey interactions, and uses
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only those in which it has a Pooled Removal effect on the prey object. Each
prey species may be worth a different amount to the predator, so that, for
example, a mouse and a rabbit are worth different amounts to a fox
attempting to survive in a free market as an honest, hardworking predator.
A predator object weights each prey species object by its value to itself (the
reciprocal of its interaction value), and by its density. This means that the
density of each is divided by its interaction value, the results are summed
across all prey objects, and the sum represents the total prey value available to
the predator. The predator likewise divides the density of the prey asking the
question by its interaction value to obtain the value of that prey object to
itself, and divides the result by the total prey value available. The result is the
fraction of the total prey value represented by the questioning prey species
object. This fraction is then multiplied by the interaction value of the
questioning species (that is, the amount of that species required to support a
single predator individual by itself) and by the density of the predator. The
result is returned as the answer to the question. When there is only one prey,
this interaction reduces to the Removal interaction. At most, only the
amount specified as the interaction value, times the density of the predator, is
removed.
Mathematically, if prey object #1 asks the predator object: "How much
of me do you remove?" The answer returned is:

x

�
. i
L, I=

N.I / I.I

in which P is the density of the predator, Nx is the density of prey
species X preyed upon by that predator, and Ix is the interaction value effect of
the predator on its prey X for which the predator has a "pooled removal"
effect on it.
There are several assumptions and implications to this process. First,
the predator only removes enough prey to survive, reproduce, and grow, and
this is a constant amount per predator individual per iteration. Second, the
predator removes a particular prey in proportion to the rate at which they
encounter each other, relative to other species, and that this rate is
proportional to its density. That is, the predator does not preferentially seek
out or avoid one prey. This means that the predator preferentially removes
more of the plentiful prey, since the amount removed from each prey is
scaled to the density of the prey. Scarce prey are removed proportionally less,
and therefore a plentiful prey species can protect a scarce one from being
hunted to extinction. However, since the predator removes a constant
amount of combined prey value, if all of its prey species are scarce it could
conceivably drive all of them to extinction. In Biota, however, refuges are
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permitted to protect a species from the "pooled removal" interaction, just as
from the "predator" interaction.
Second, the predator preferentially removes the more valuable prey,
since the amount removed is scaled to the reciprocal of the interaction value.
This can be interpreted as saying that the predator can live for longer without
hunting after eating an individual of the more valuable prey, or that a prey
individual is larger and it takes longer to eat it. Therefore, fewer of the less
valuable prey are removed in the presence of more valuable prey. The sum
of the net value of all the different types of prey removed remains constant in
the presence of sufficient prey.
In sum, the Pooled Removal interaction permits the predator's effort
to be spread across all the prey species available to it. The predator only
removes the amount of combined prey needed to support the predator,
regardless of the densities or the value to the predator of all the prey species.
Plentiful prey can protect scarce prey from extinction.
The Pooled Requirement for Reproduction Interaction
This interaction does for the predator what the Pooled Removal
interaction does for the prey. When a predator is determining its density and
the effects of all of its interactions, all of those species which are Required for
Reproduction must be present for the predator to reproduce. Some factors in
the system, such as water, are always required regardless of the presence of
any other factor. However, others can substitute for each other. The absence
o f one prey species can be counterbalanced by the presence of another. The
Required for Reproduction interaction previously described does not permit
this. A new interaction called the Pooled Requirement for Reproduction
interaction has been added to permit this flexibility. Moreover, if the species
in question are scarce, they can be added together, and if the result is great
enough they can enable the predator to reproduce.
In practice, the simulation must be configured so that each interaction
value is set to the density at which the prey that can just support one predator
individual, if it were the only prey available.
When determining its new density, the predator iterates through all of
its interactions to find all the species that have this kind of effect on it. For
those species, the prey density is multiplied by the interaction value to obtain
the total predator density that the current prey density can support. The sum
of these results is the total predator density that the current prey densities
combined can support. If this sum is greater or equal to the predator density,
the predator can reproduce. Otherwise, it cannot. Note that in the case of a
single prey species this reduces to the Required for Reproduction interaction.
Mathematically, the predator species can reproduce if:
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in which X is the number of prey species, Ni is the density of prey i, Ii is
the interaction value for the effect of prey i on the predator, and P is the
density of the predator.
In the wild, the way a predator population responds to the condition of
insufficient prey can vary enormously. In one predator species some
individuals may die of starvation while the others not only survive but
reproduce. In others, all may cease reproducing but still survive, or all may
reproduce and then die, or emigration may rise. Biota currently permits only
one interaction between two species in each direction, so complex interactions
are still problematic.
Implications of the new interactions
These interactions based on pooling predators and prey have
advantages but also drawbacks. They are less accurate in modeling than a
cellular automata simulation would be, but far faster. They are most accurate
when there is one predator and multiple prey species, or when there is one
prey and multiple predator species. In more complicated systems, those with
multiple predators preying on the same multiple prey species, these
interactions do not fully avoid the problem of delayed feedback due to discrete
generations, though they are still considerably better than the simple
community matrix approach.
The specific model used in Pooled Removal and Pooled Requirement
for Survival is extremely simple. Each unit of predator removes a constant
amount of combined prey. The same approach could be implemented for
more complex models such as Nicholson-Bailey, which uses a statistical
estimate of the number of encounters between predator and prey to calculate
the number of prey converted to predator each iteration. The only difference
would be that the total amount of each prey population converted to predator
would be based on the combined density, weighted by density and value, of all
of its prey species together, rather than calculated independently for each prey
species.
Summary
In the history of the Biota project, the needs of students and educators
have resulted in several innovations which permit the easier creation of
simulations of more complex systems. The inclusion of types of interactions
which are not part of traditional population biology permits simulations to
more closely approximate the details of real systems rather than being limited
to the classic idealized ones from the tradition of population biology. The use
of the "Balance Sheet" technique eases the calculation of the many
parameters required for complex systems and allows for easier debugging of a
model. Internal reporting functions permit the tracking of all the factors that
may be affecting the density of a species.
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Our newest innovation is a type of interaction between species which
reduces or eliminates the delayed feedback effects of overlapping predation in
models using discrete generations. The Pooled Removal interaction provides
for the saturation of predators due to the presence of multiple prey species,
and therefore prevents excess predation which is an artifact of the community
matrix approach. The Pooled Requirement for Reproduction interaction
permits prey species to be pooled and the size of the pool determines the
reproduction of the predator rather than each prey species separately. This
prevents excess growth of the predator population which is another artifact
of the community matrix approach.
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